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Resumo

As atividades humanas são caracterizadas como sendo complexas, não só pelos seus padrões

espaço-temporais, mas também devido ao facto de que cada ser humano é �sicamente difer-

ente. A mesma atividade é efetuada diferentemente por várias pessoa e até o mesmo ser

humano pode executar a mesma atividade com movimentos distintos. Neste sentido, existe

a necessidade de incorporar métodos de aprendizagem máquina capazes de lidar com esta

variabilidade. No entanto, mesmo com o aumento de atenção que esta área de investigação

está a ter, a maior parte destas técnicas de aprendizagem, embora precisas/exatas, são bas-

tante lentas para treinar e classi�car. Esta característica torna tais ferramentas inviáveis

para aplicações em tempo-real, onde um robô tem de identi�car correta e rapidamente uma

dada atividade, por forma a responder adequadamente. Neste contexto, é proposta uma

metodologia de reconhecimento de atividades humanas que é treinada rapidamente e re-

quer poucos exemplos de treino, consistindo em duas componentes base: uma componente

de extração de características (isto é, extração de informação relevante que descreve uma

certa actividade) e uma componente de aprendizagem, baseada no classi�cador de �orestas

aleatórias (random forests). Inicialmente, é explorado o conceito baseado na segmentação de

cada atividade numa sequência de janelas de tamanho �xo (isto é, a classi�cação não é feita

quadro a quadro), extraindo apenas valores máximos e mínimos de cada característica obtida

baseada no esqueleto humano. Após a sua validação experimental, foi apresentada e testada

uma segunda abordagem, considerando a divisão de cada atividade em janelas de tamanho

variável, baseadas em poses chave. Cada janela de ação é delimitada por duas poses chave

consecutivas que são identi�cadas automaticamente, sendo extraídas características estáti-

cas (isto é, geométricas) e dinâmicas (isto é, temporais). Primeiro, estas abordagens foram

testadas usando o Cornell Activity Dataset e o classi�cador de �orestas aleatórias disponibi-

lizado pelo programaWeka, obtendo-se resultados médios globais relevantes. Em seguida, foi

desenvolvido de raíz um classi�cador de �orestas aleatórias, usando o algoritmo de evolução
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diferencial como parte do seu núcleo. O classi�cador de �orestas aleatórias desenvolvido

foi testado e os seus resultados comparados com os previamente obtidos com o programa

Weka, observando-se uma ligeira melhoria em termos dos indicadores de desempenho con-

siderados. Foi construído um dataset, usando um sensor RGB-D, com base no qual foram

testados ambos os classi�cadores de �orestas aleatórias. Toda a estrutura foi implementada

numa plataforma robótica real (em C++), após a sua validação em ambiente Matlab. Após

algumas observações �nais, destacam-se novas direcções de pesquisa, por forma a melhorar

as características da metodologia proposta de reconhecimento proposta e colmatar as suas

limitações.

Palavras-chave: Reconhecimento de Atividades Humanas, Florestas Aleatórias, Carac-

terísticas Max-Min Baseadas em Esqueleto, Poses Chave, Características Estáticas e Dinâmi-

cas.
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Abstract

Human activities are characterized as being complex, not only for their temporal and spacial

patterns, but also because of the fact humans are physically di�erent. When the same activity

is performed by di�erent persons, or even by the same one, they can execute the same activity

with distinct motion properties. In this sense, there is the need to incorporate machine

learning approaches able to integrate all this variability. However, even with the increasingly

attention this �eld of research is getting, current learning approaches, although accurate,

are very slow to train and classify. These limitations turn infeasible their use in real-time

applications, where a robot must rapidly and correctly identify a performed activity, in order

to respond accordingly. A human activity recognition framework, featuring fast training and

requiring few training examples, is therefore proposed, consisting of two main components:

a features extraction approach component (i.e. extraction of relevant information describing

a certain activity) and a machine learning component, based on the random forest classi�er.

An initial concept of segmenting each activity into a sequence of �xed-size actions is employed

(i.e. no frame-by-frame classi�cation), extracting just maximum and minimum values of each

extracted skeleton-based feature. After some experimental validation, a second approach was

developed and tested, considering the division of each activity into variable-size windows,

based on key poses. Each action window is delimited by two consecutive and automatically

identi�ed key poses, where static (i.e. geometrical) and maximum and minimum dynamic

(i.e. temporal) features are extracted. First, these approaches were tested using the Cornell

Activity Dataset and the random forest classi�er provided by Weka Software, obtaining

relevant overall average results. Then a custom random forest classi�er was developed from

scratch, using a di�erential evolution algorithm, as part of its core. The developed random

forest was tested and its results compared to the ones obtained with Weka's random forest,

suggesting a slight increase in terms of the considered performance indicators. A custom

dataset was built, using data from a RGB-D sensor, and both random forest classi�ers were
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tested. The proposed framework, after being validated using Matlab, was implemented

in a real robotic platform (in C++). After some concluding remarks, new open research

directions are highlighted, in order to improve the framework's characteristics and to bridge

its drawbacks.

Keywords: Human Activity Recognition, Random Forests, Max-Min Skeleton-based

Features, Key Poses, Static and Dynamic Features.
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1 Introduction

Robot perception is still an open research area, which combines research endeavors from

many �elds, such as computer vision, machine learning and pattern recognition. It is a very

complex subject due to the dynamic nature of the environment in real-world application

scenarios. This is specially true when there is the need for robots to interact with humans,

which adds another layer of complexity, but also excitement. In this sense, robots must know

their surrounding environment, so that they can behave accordingly.

Human activity recognition is just a small part of the global �eld of robot perception,

but plays a huge role in it. There are many areas in which the accurate response of the robot

to certain situations is very relevant and even, in extreme cases, of life or death.

For example, as the world population is increasingly aging [1], many people will be unable

to live independently. In this case, an autonomous system could provide quality of life to

those people, guaranteeing their basic needs, as well as comfort, security, safety, commodity

and health monitoring. For this purpose, �rst, the robot must perceive and understand what

are the person intentions, but also detect and identify crucial actions that are unpredictable,

such as falling. Then, it can act accordingly to the perceived information, in order to achieve

the best possible response.

Human ordinary communication is also another example. Not only humans communicate

verbally, but also with gestures: sometimes a person is saying one thing with their words,

but another (possibly completely di�erent) with gestures. In this sense, for a robot to deeply

understand a human conversation, it must accurately identify, not only those gestures and

actions, but also their intentions. This example has also some related applications, such as

understanding human gesture language or detect when a person is lying.

Another example is in the �eld of autonomous vehicles, where the unpredictability of

pedestrians' actions and intentions could cause devastating consequences. Being able to

identify, act and predict human/pedestrians actions is vital for a successful autonomous car

navigation system.
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With these daily examples in mind, not only a human activity recognition system is nec-

essary, but also it has to be very fast, capable of adapting rapidly to an uncountable number

of unpredictable actions performed by users. Because of these reasons, in recent years, this

interesting �eld of research has received the attention of researchers from all around the

world, specially with the introduction of Red, Green, Blue, Depth (RGB-D) sensors [2].

These sensors provide depth images and Three Dimensional (3D) point clouds with impor-

tant attributes, such as robustness to illumination's variation, scaling and rotation. Also,

a 3D human skeleton is possible to be acquired in real-time [3], with a�ordable equipment,

such as Microsoft Kinect RGB-D cameras.

Based on a recent survey [4], the number of published papers about 3D skeleton-based

human representations has grown signi�cantly, from about 10 papers in 2007 to about 60

in 2014. These numbers represent about half the total number of publications related to

human representation and detection, since these can be grouped into two large categories:

representations based on local features and skeleton-based representations.

3D skeleton-based representation has the potential to describe a human body and motion,

with a relatively small amount of information, such as joint positions, as Johansson demon-

strated in [5]. Also, it is possible to extract additional meaningful information from them,

such as joint velocities and accelerations (i.e. skeleton-based features). In addition, not

only 3D skeleton-based representations are robust to illumination's variability and camera's

perspective view, but also they are not signi�cantly a�ected by skeleton's rotation or motion

speed. Such human representation method is particularly suited for real-time applications,

since it provides a compact representation of the human body, requiring less computational

power to process it.

However, human representation is just a part of the work in human activity recognition.

There are several di�erent human activities, some very distinctive from each other, others

not so much. Also, each activity may be performed by any capable human (i.e. in this

stage of research, only complete human body skeletons are considered). Since each human

is physically di�erent, a �nite set of rules describing a given activity is very di�cult (if not

impossible) to �nd. Adding the fact that the same activity may be performed di�erently by

the same person (e.g. arm waving more slowly or more quickly; walking in di�erent manners,

like lumbering or parading), a machine learning approach must be implemented, so that a

robot can learn by observing several examples of the same activity, performed by di�erent

subjects and in di�erent manners.

From a variety of machine learning approaches, the Random Forest (RF) algorithm was

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

adopted. There were several reasons for its choice, which are discussed subsequently. RF

are an ensemble of Decision Trees (DT) classi�ers, which means each classi�er votes for one

class, being the most voted class the selected one. Therefore, RF are also relatively robust to

noise, since many badly trained DT 1, based on certain input variables, may vote for a wrong

class, but the average of votes is expected to be in the right one. Also, since RF are built

based on DT, the resulting procedure is simple, elegant and easily parallelized. Considering

some properties of DT, such as interpretability, nonparametric method, no limitations of

type or value for input variables, low bias if grown su�ciently deep and fast classi�cation

approach, RF prove to be also a very accurate and fast machine learning method, comparing

to others. Another motivation is related to the fact that this is not a very well studied

classi�er, in the human activity recognition domain and related ones, when comparing to

other classi�ers, such as Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines, Naive Bayes, Hidden

Markov Models or Deep Learning.

The focus of this work was to develop and implement a "Keyframe Based Human Activity

Recognition Using Random Forests". This topic provided an excellent opportunity to study

machine learning algorithms (i.e. Classi�cation and Regression Trees (CART) and RF),

skeleton-based features extraction methods and meta-heuristic optimization algorithms (i.e.

di�erential evolution). The main objective of this work was to assemble all of this knowl-

edge and implement a real-time application, capable of recognizing a set human activities,

requiring few training examples and small training time, maintaining an acceptable overall

performance.

1.1 Motivation

The pursuit of humankind to create an entity in his likeness goes back many years, to at

least the ancient Greeks ages. But just in recent times, with the invention of mechanical

machines and computers, this dream has become a possible reality. In 1965, an Arti�cial

Intelligence pioneer, Herbert Simon, stated: �Within twenty years, machines will be able to

perform any task a human can� 2. Yet today, many progresses must be made for that goal

to be achieved, despite all human endeavors and accomplishments.

Therefore, this work proposes to contribute towards the development of autonomous

robots, capable, not only of recognizing human activities, but also of learning fast and

1DT are notoriously noisy [6]. This means they bene�t from the voting averaging in a RF ensemble.
2Extracted from Michio Kaku's book, entitled: Physics of the Future.
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1.2. OBJECTIVES

adapting accordingly to the human world reality. These robots should provide support to

humans, understanding their intentions, acts and behaviors, as well as learning from them.

Capability of reaction to potential risk situations, but also being aware of human needs

is a must, for a successful autonomous robots implementation. In a sentence, the main

motivation behind this work was to learn how to make use of state of the art knowledge,

so that machines can interact autonomously with humans and help them in every possible

scenario, in the future.

1.2 Objectives

The core of this work is to develop a fast training, requiring few training examples, human

activity recognition system, so that it can be implemented in real world applications. To

this end, several structural stages must be built, such as features extraction methods and

machine learning classi�ers. Also, their assessment must be made, in order to evaluate the

system performance.

In short, the main objectives are as follows:

� develop and implement a fast training, requiring few training examples, human activity

recognition framework, with relevant overall performance, that is real-time oriented;

� develop and implement a features selection approach based on segmenting each activity

into a set of atomic actions;

� learn, develop and implement a RF classi�er in C++;

� test, compare and analyze the system's performance;

� implement the built framework in a real robotic platform, using the Robotic Operating

System (ROS) environment.

1.3 Implementation and Main Contributions

A novel real-time oriented human activity recognition framework was proposed and imple-

mented. The system is composed by two core components: features extraction and RF

classi�er. The features extraction component consists of four stages: preprocessing, features

extraction, features normalization and features selection. One of the main contributions of

this work relies in the developed features selection approach, which divides a human activ-

ity into several actions, by means of windows' examples. In this sense, no frame-by-frame
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

learning/classi�cation is done, which improves the overall system in terms of training speed

and required number of training examples.

The machine learning classi�er component was implemented from scratch in C++ and

integrated into the ROS environment, along with all other considered components. The

developed RF has some interesting properties. First, there are no thresholds to tune, in

the sense that, if there is a change in the proposed default parameters, no signi�cantly

alterations are observable in the out-coming results. Second, each node split is made, based

on the best solution provided by the Di�erential Evolution (DE) heuristic algorithm. And

third, the stop splitting node condition is based on a desired con�dence level (i.e. statistical

interpretation).

Figure 1.1: Overview of the global architecture of the developed framework. Training

stage: the RF classi�er is trained for each class (i.e. activity), making observations of

humans performing activities; from each observation, 3D skeleton data is extracted, as well

as discriminative information (i.e. features extraction); a RF model is built. Classi�cation

stage: given a set of data of a human performing an activity, features are extracted and

selected; the trained RF classi�er, based on the selected features, makes a decision, classifying

the performed human activity.

In Fig. 1.1, a schematic of the global developed framework is shown, which serves as a

base to a comprehensive explanation of all the implemented considerations.
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1.3. IMPLEMENTATION AND MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS

The structural organization of this dissertation is as follows:

� Introduction (Chapter 1): Presentation of the focus of the dissertation, as well as

its context in the real world and its possible applications. A brief discussion about mo-

tivation and proposed objectives is made. The implementation and main contributions

of the work are highlighted, as well as the dissertation's organization.

� State of the Art and Background (Chapter 2): Related research work addressing

human activities recognition, random forests and di�erential evolution algorithms is

presented and analyzed. Also, the theoretical background to support the developed

work is discussed.

� Features Extraction (Chapter 3): The pipeline of the developed features extraction

stage is discussed. Several skeleton-based features are proposed, as well as two related

features selection approaches, one based on segmenting each activity into �xed-size

windows and the other based on segmenting activities into variable size windows using

the concept of key poses.

� Implemented Classi�er - Random Forests (Chapter 4): The RF classi�er's

implementation in C++ is presented, as well as all the underlying algorithms and

structures, such as DT and DE.

� Experimental Results (Chapter 5): Relevant experimental results are highlighted,

involving comparison studies regarding features extraction (e.g. the proposed approach

with other state of the art ones) and classi�ers (e.g. Developed Random Forest (DRF)

with Weka's RF).

� Conclusion and Future Work (Chapter 6): The developed work is discussed,

analyzing its strengths and limitations. Some new lines of research are envisaged, in

order to further improve the proposed framework, making it more accurate in real-time,

maintaining its speed and requirement of few training examples.

The implementation and main contributions are highlighted as follows:

Features Extraction (Chapter 3):

� a four-stage features extraction approach (preprocessing, features extraction, features

normalization and max-min features selection);

� two distinct max-min feature selection approaches, respectively based on �xed-size

windows and key poses delimited actions, are proposed;

� proposal of static and dynamic skeleton-based features.

6



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Implemented Classi�er - Random Forests (Chapter 4):

� step by step development of a custom CART algorithm, without the need to tune

thresholds;

� DE algorithm as splitting node heuristic;

� stop splitting node condition as a variation of the hypothesis testing (i.e. with statistical

interpretation);

� custom RF implementation in C++;

� integration of the DRF into ROS environment.

Experimental Results (Chapter 5):

� validation of the activity segmentation concept, using Cornell Activity Dataset (CAD-

60) and leave-one-out cross validation;

� comparison of the proposed approach with other state-of-the-art methods;

� comparison of the DRF with the one provided by Weka [7];

� validation in a custom Developed Dataset (DD), with daily human activities.
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2 State of the Art and Background

In this chapter, the recent most relevant research related with the topics addressed by this

work is discussed. Some theoretical background is also provided, focusing in the implemen-

tation and design usefulness of the techniques used. The material presented in this chapter

is essential to understand the developed work, as well as to motivate implemented ideas and

future lines of research.

2.1 State of the Art

As mentioned before, human activity recognition has increasingly become a very important

research area, due to its future possible real-world applications, such as surveillance [8], assis-

tive living [9] and human-machine interaction [10]. Some relevant related work is presented

in the �eld of human representation, as well as recent activity recognition approaches. Also,

a brief overview of some Random Forest (RF) and Di�erential Evolution (DE) applications

are discussed, since these algorithms are used in several areas of research.

2.1.1 Human Representation

For an autonomous system to be able to identify a human activity, �rst, there is the need

to model and detect the human. With the popularization of low cost RGB-D sensors (e.g.

Microsoft Kinect [11] and Asus Xtion PRO LIVE [12]), the task of human representation

and detection has become much easier. These sensors provide, not only 2D visual data,

but also depth information. Based on the provided data, it is possible to extract relevant

features, which have important attributes, such as robustness to illumination's variations,

scaling and rotation [13]. In addition, 3D human skeleton data is possible to be acquired

in real-time [3]. This means that, starting from a 3D point cloud, only skeleton joints

information is extracted, reducing the amount of input raw data. Also, based on the acquired

skeleton joints information, skeleton-based features are possible to be extracted, such as
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2.1. STATE OF THE ART

joints velocities, angles between joints, etc. Therefore, 3D skeleton-based representation

may provide information about relationships between joints, as well as body information

as a whole, requiring just 3D skeleton joints data. Human representation based on depth

images is also another possibility. These approaches rely on 3D clustering methods, based

on 3D point clouds, removing the ground environment and obtaining a human silhouette.

Then, a set of human silhouette features are extracted, using procedures like histogram of

oriented gradient. Examples of related developed work are [14] and [15], where in the latter

only depth information is used.

2.1.2 Activity Recognition Methods

The majority of recent human activity recognition frameworks rely in features based on

the previously mention types of human representation (see Sect. 2.1.1). A method based

on depth images, with sequences of temporal unique poses is proposed by Gupta et al.

[16]. Also, Chen et al. [17] used a depth motion map approach for activity recognition,

transforming each 3D depth frame into three 2D projected maps (front, side and top views).

These are some illustrative examples of human activity recognition based on depth images.

Since this work is based on 3D human skeleton representation, the following mentioned works

are based on this type of information. Yang and Tian [18] proposed a formation of eigenjoints

descriptors, incorporating static postures and overall dynamic motion. Features based on

human pose and motion, combined with histogram of oriented gradient features from depth

images, are extracted, based on the work of Sung et al. [19]. Shan and Akella [20] used the

skeleton kinetic energy to identify key poses, which are then used as features. This is one of

the works that inspired some main proposed ideas of this work. A dynamic Bayesian mixture

model is developed and implemented for classi�cation, by Faria et al. [21], considering also

the torso of the skeleton as reference. Ding et al. [22] used an HMM approach to classify

sequences of discrete symbols, based on segmented action-units. A structural support vector

machine (SVM) algorithm is proposed, not only to classify human activities, but also to

perceive human interactions with objects, by Koppula et al. [23]. Considering each activity

a sequence of key poses and atomic motions, Zhu et al. [24] propose a multi-layer codebook

activity framework recognition of such sequences, each one representing patterns of certain

human activities.
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2.1.3 Random Forests Applications

Random forests were �rst introduced by Leo Breiman [25]. His idea was to develop a low

error, with low variance error classi�er, inheriting some advantageous properties of Decision

Trees (DT) and, at the same time, bridging some of their disadvantageous, such as the fact

that they are very sensitive to noise. These classi�ers have proved to be very accurate,

simple and fast, comparing to other machine learning techniques [6]. A comprehensive work

about the properties of random forests was developed by Gilles Louppe [26]. They are

used in several �elds of research, as illustrated subsequently. Sharma et al. [27] proposed

a pixelwise object classi�cation for real-world applications, with the intention to provide a

secure human-robot interaction in industrial domains. Gan and Chen [28] proposed a human

action recognition framework, using depth image sequences, based on 3D joint position

and 3D joint angle features. Demirdjian and Varri [29] presented a novelty of recognizing

temporal events, based on temporal random forests, where each decision tree node contains

temporal information. A real-time gesture recognition scheme was employed by Miranda et

al. [30], where the node in each DT represented a key pose and each leave represented the

corresponding gesture, as one goes down a DT.

2.1.4 Di�erential Evolution Applications

Di�erential evolution is a meta-heuristic algorithm initial proposed by Storn and Price [31],

with an increasingly number of users, and was considered the best genetic type algorithm

in the First International Contest on Evolutionary Computation1. Its applications include

neural network learning [32], radio network designs [33] and re�ectivity curve simulations2.

2.2 Background Material

2.2.1 Decision Trees - Classi�cation and Regression Trees

DT are e�cient nonparametric methods of classi�cation for supervised learning, implement-

ing the divide-and-conquer strategy in a sequence of recursive splits [34]. Also, its input may

consist of sets of numeric (continuous or discrete) and non-numeric variables (e.g. names,

1 http://www1.icsi.berkeley.edu/~storn/code.html, at fourth September, 2016.
2 http://www-llb.cea.fr/prism/programs/simulreflec/simulreflec.html, at fourth September,

2016.
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colors, etc).

(a) Generic DT model. (b) Example of a DT model.

Figure 2.1: Decision tree model. Decision nodes are represented by ovals and terminal leaves

by rectangles. An univariate and binary tree is shown in the DT model example.

They are composed of decision nodes, branches and terminal leaves (see Fig. 2.1). In

each node, a test function is applied to the input, which takes a branch, depending on the

test outcome. Starting at the root, this process is repeated, until reaching a leaf, containing

the output.

Classi�cation and Regression Trees (CART) is a generic decision tree-growing approach,

with six underlying questions [35]:

1. How many outcomes or splits will there be at a node?

2. Which property should be tested at a node?

3. When should a node be declared a leaf?

4. If the tree becomes too large, how can it be made smaller and simpler?

5. If a leaf is impure, how should the category label be assigned?

6. How should missing data be handled?

These questions are the guideline for constructing the implemented DT algorithm and

will all be answered in Chap. 4. For now, it is important to discuss how to split a node,

de�ning impurity, which is the measure of the goodness of a node split. A split is pure if,

after the split, all the instances reaching a node belong to the same class. In this case, the

impurity of that node is 0 or 1.

There are several impurity measures:

Entropy: mג = −
K∑

i=1

pm,i log2 pm,i (2.1)

12
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Gini: mג = 1−
K∑

i=1

p2
m,i (2.2)

Misclassi�cation: mג = 1− K
max
i=1

pm,i, (2.3)

where K is the number of classes and pm,i =
Nm,i

Nm
is the fraction of instances of class Ci

that reaches node m (therefore Nm,i is the number of instances of class Ci, reaching node m,

such that Nm =
K∑
i=1

Nm,i). In this sense, a good heuristic for splitting a given node m is to

maximize its drop in impurity, de�ned by:

mג∆ = mג −
n∑

j=1

pjmגjm, (2.4)

where pjm = Nj
m

Nm
is the fraction of instances going for branch j. It is important to notice

that this approach does not guarantee an optimal DT in the sense of being compact with as

few nodes as possible. The reason for that is the fact that in each node a maximum drop in

impurity is searched (i.e. local maximum), instead of a search for the best drop in impurities

in all the nodes of the tree (i.e. global maximum).

A condition is necessary to stop splitting nodes. Setting a minimum threshold for the

drop in impurity is a possibility. Another stopping condition is to minimize a global criteria

function, such as

α · size +
∑

m

,mג (2.5)

where α is a positive constant, size could represent the number of nodes of the tree and

m ∈ {leaf nodes}. This criteria takes into account the uncertainty associated to the model

represented by the tree (i.e. sum of impurities of the leaf nodes) and the complexity of it

(i.e. size of the classi�er).

It is also possible to use a condition based on statistical signi�cance of the reduction of

impurity. In this approach, a candidate split is tested applying a variation of the hypothesis

testing, which is used to determine if it di�ers from a random split, accordingly to some

con�dence level associated to some statistics. This deviation may be quanti�ed using chi-

squared statistics (considering the split between only two branches) as

χ2 =
K∑

i=1

(
NL
m,i −Nm,ip

L
m

)2

Nm,ipLm
, (2.6)

where NL
m,i is the number of instances of class Ci sent to the left branch and Nm,ip

L
m is

the expected number of instances of class Ci sent to the left branch by the random rule.

13
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When χ2 is greater than some value given by the desired con�dence level associated to the

chi-squared statistics, it means that the candidate split di�ers from the random one and the

null hypothesis is rejected, continuing the node splitting. On the other hand, if χ2 is smaller,

the splitting is stopped, since the candidate split does not di�er from a random one.

The pseudo-code of the generic CART algorithm is as follows:

Algorithm 1 Generic CART Algorithm
�nd best split rule;

if split is advantageous then

for all branches do

�nd instances falling in branch;

generate tree using CART algorithm 1;

end for

else

create leaf, with reaching labels;

return ;

end if

return tree model T ;

2.2.2 Random Forests

RF were introduced by Breiman [25] and consists on an ensemble of DT, such that the

training input of each DT is a bootstrap sample of the original input. Each sample is

independent identically distributed (i.i.d.), to keep residual correlation between trained DT,

and trees are grown to the largest extent possible, without pruning, keeping each individual

tree error low. One interesting property of RF is that they do not over�t as the number

of trees is increased [25]. Although, Segal in [36] demonstrates small gains can be made by

controlling the maximum size of trees for large datasets, this will not be a concern.

DT can store complex structures in the input data, without a prior knowledge of it and

can have low bias, when grown su�ciently deep. However, they can be very noisy and over�t,

resulting in high variance; hence they bene�t from the averaging process, as in RF.

The idea of RF is to inherit the low error from enough deeply grown DT and at the same

time reduce their variance. Since each DT is generated from i.i.d. data, the expectation

of the average of the error of the set of DT is the same as the expectation of any one of

them. In other words, the error of an ensemble of i.i.d. DT is expected to be as low as any

14
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one of the set's DT. This means, the only possible improvement is to reduce the variance

of the average's error. De�ning ρ as the Pearson's correlation coe�cient between pairwise

DT models and σ2 their corresponding error's variance, it follows that the variance of the

average's error of an ensemble of DT (see [26] for a comprehensive demonstration) is given

by

ρσ2 +
1− ρ
N

σ2, (2.7)

where N is the number of trees on the ensemble. As N arbitrary increases (i.e. N →∞), the

variance reduces to ρσ2. As one can see, if each DT model is built from a set of randomized

input variables, ρ < 1, which means the variance of the ensemble is lower than the one of

each of its individuals. In this sense, if the e�ects of the randomization procedure are strong

enough, the RF classi�er provides expected low error and variance rates.

The pseudo-code of the generic RF algorithm is as follows:

Algorithm 2 Generic Random Forests Algorithm
for i = 1 to N do

draw a bootstrap sample F ∗i , from the training input;

grow a tree Ti recursively, using CART algorithm 1 and selectingm variables at random

to split each node, from F ∗i ;

end for

return set of trees {Ti}N1 ;

2.2.3 Di�erential Evolution

DE is a meta-heuristic algorithm [31], which aims to optimize non-linear, non-di�erentiable

and non-continuous problems with continuous variables. Such problems are very di�cult

(and some times impossible) to solve analytically. This algorithm does not guarantee the

optimal solution for the problem, but may be used to �nd an approximated optimal solution

(i.e. sub-optimal solution) in a desired amount of time.

The general problem formulation is to �nd x∗ ∈ X ⊆ Rn that minimizes an objective

function f(x).

The basis of the algorithm is that, given a set of possible solutions (also denominated

individuals), the best one is chosen, accordingly to the objective function. Therefore, a set

of random possible solutions is generated, forming a population:

Xt = {xt,1, xt,2, ..., xt,N}, (2.8)
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where xt,i is a possible solution to the problem

xt,i =
(
xt,i,1 xt,i,2 . . . xt,i,n

)
, (2.9)

with xt,i,j being the variable j of the problem, of the individual i, at generation t. This is

the initialization step. The next step is the mutation step, where each individual is mutated

accordingly to

vt,i = xt,r1 + F (xt,r2 − xt,r3) , (2.10)

where r1, r2, r3 ∈ {1, 2, ..., N} are random indexes of individuals distinct from i and each

other and F ∈ [0, 2] is the mutation factor. Recombination is the next step:

ut,i,j =




vt,i,j if rand < c ∨ j = δ

xt,i,j otherwise

, (2.11)

where rand ∈ [0, 1] is a random variable, c ∈ [0, 1] is a recombination factor and δ ∈ {1, ..., n}
is a random index for recombination to ensure that ut,i 6= xt,i. The last step is to select the

best individuals, forming a new population, such that

xt+1,i =




ut,i if f(ut,i) < f(xt,i)

xt,i otherwise

, (2.12)

where f(·) is the objective function.
All the steps, with the exception of the initialization, are repeated a maximum number of

times (or until some other condition is met). The pseudo-code of the generic DE algorithm

is as follows:

Algorithm 3 Generic Di�erential Evolution Algorithm

X0 ← generate initial population randomly; (initialization)

while stopping condition is not met do

Vt ← mutate each individual, accordingly to Eq. (2.10); (mutation)

Ut ← recombine each individual, accordingly to Eq. (2.11); (recombination)

Xt+1 ← select best individuals, accordingly to Eq. (2.12); (selection)

end while

return best individual x∗;

2.2.4 Activity Classi�cation Measures

There are two indicators adopted to evaluate the performance of the proposed classi�cation

framework: precision (Prec) and recall (Rec).
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Precision is the ratio between the number of elements correctly labeled (i.e. true positives

- TP) and the total number of elements labeled belonging to the same class (i.e. true positives

plus false positives - FP):

Prec =
TP

TP + FP
(2.13)

Recall is the ratio between the number of elements correctly labeled and the total number

of elements belonging to the same class (i.e. true positives plus false negatives - FN):

Rec =
TP

TP + FN
(2.14)

In this sense, precision is a measure of exactness, whereas recall is a measure of complete-

ness.
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3 Features Extraction

In this chapter, both proposed features extraction methods are described, as well as all the

necessary steps to implement them. In Fig. 3.1, an overview of the features extraction

method is illustrated. Considering the coordinates system de�ned as x, y, z, corresponding

to the width, height and depth, respectively, relatively to the camera, a dataset containing

3D coordinates of skeleton's joints is assumed to be provided. Each 3D joint's position is

given by P t
j =

(
ptjx, p

t
jy, p

t
jz

)
, where ptdj is the value of the coordinate d ∈ {x, y, z} of the joint

j ∈ {1, ...,m}, at frame t and m is the number of body's joints.

Figure 3.1: Overview of the developed features extraction method. The raw skeleton's

joints coordinates are �rst preprocessed, su�ering a set of transformations like translation,

normalization, rotation and symmetrization. Then, relevant information is extracted, such as

velocities of joints, distances between joints, etc. These features are normalized and �nally,

max-min skeleton-based features are selected, accordingly to the proposed approaches (see

Sects. 3.4 and 3.5).
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3.1 Preprocessing of 3D Skeleton Data

The preprocessing stage has the objective to attenuate noise introduced by the camera and to

accommodate the raw data for di�erent user's height, limb length, orientation and position,

in order to have a set of features that best describe a certain human activity, independently

of the user's attributes and location.

First, the skeleton is centered in relation to a �xed point (e.g. each joint being centered

in relation to the torso, at each frame), accordingly to

Ct
j = P t

j − P ∗, (3.1)

where Ct
j = {ctjx, ctjy, ctjz} is the respective centered 3D skeleton's joint j, at frame t, and

P ∗ = {p∗x, p∗y, p∗z} is the considered �xed 3D point. The main reason behind the translation

is to disambiguate between di�erent coordinates systems, since the same activity may be

seen di�erently, accordingly to the camera's perspective. Fixing a point as the origin of a

new coordinates system ceases this concern.

The normalization step was introduced to attenuate the fact that every human is phys-

ically di�erent, with di�erent heights and limb lengths. The normalization is performed

accordingly to

N t
j =

Ct
j

h
, (3.2)

where N t
j is the respective normalized 3D coordinates of joint j, at frame t and h is the

height of the subject.

The next step is the rotation of the skeleton. This is a very important step, so that every

activity may be successfully recognized, when seen from di�erent points of view. The applied

rotation is based on the orientation normalization proposed in [37]. Given two normalized

normal vectors, one in relation to the desired plane e⊥ and the other to the skeleton plane

π⊥, a rotation matrix R may be found accordingly to

R = I cos θ +A sin θ + (1− cos θ)xxT , (3.3)

where I is a 3× 3 identity matrix, θ is the rotation angle as

θ = cos−1 (π⊥ · e⊥) , (3.4)

x is the rotation axis as

x =
[
x1 x2 x3

]T
=

π⊥ × e⊥
‖π⊥ × e⊥‖

(3.5)
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and A is a skew-symmetric matrix, given by

A =




0 −x3 x2

x3 0 −x1

−x2 x1 0


 . (3.6)

After several experimental results, the skeleton plane is de�ned by the following joints: torso,

right and left hips. The rotation matrix is found for every frame and applied to every skeleton

joints.

The last preprocessing step is the symmetrization. This stage is important, mainly to

disambiguate between right and left-handed people (e.g. it does not matter if a person waves

with the right or left arm; the activity is still wave). Following the previous steps, in this

stage the skeleton joints just need to be the mirror with their symmetric ones (e.g. right

hand is the symmetric joint of the left hand), in relation to a desired plane, since the skeleton

is already centered and oriented. The mirrored skeleton that is formed serves as a duplicate

sample for each performed activity and subject (i.e. simulation of each subject performing

exactly the same activity, but with mirrored gestures). The plane that is orthogonal to the

camera's plane and passes through the center of the skeleton was chosen as the mirror plane.

The mentioned steps are applied sequentially and are illustrated in Fig. 3.2. From

this point on, the skeleton joints are assumed to be preprocessed and their position will be

abusively de�ned as P t
j = (ptjx, p

t
jy, p

t
jz).
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(a) Base skeleton and respective joints. (b) Example of a sit down raw skeleton.

(c) Centered skeleton in relation to torso. (d) Normalized skeleton.

(e) Rotated skeleton, so that its plane is parallel

to the camera's plane.

(f) Symmetric skeleton in relation to a mirror

plane orthogonal to the camera's plane.

Figure 3.2: Features preprocessing example of a sit down human skeleton. Each step of

the preprocessing stage is applied sequentially: the 3D coordinates of the skeleton joints are

acquired; the skeleton is centered in relation to a �xed point (in this example, the torso

joint); the skeleton is normalized; the skeleton is rotated, so that its plane is parallel to the

camera's plane; the skeleton is mirrored in relation to an orthogonal plane to the camera's

plane.
22
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3.2 Spatio-Temporal Features - Features Extraction

After preprocessing the raw data, extracting relevant and discriminative information (i.e.

features) is the next step, towards achieving a successful activity recognition framework.

Before enumerating them, these may be divided into two distinct categories: static (e.g.

geometrical) and dynamic (e.g. temporal) features. Static features are relevant to represent

extremal positions of the skeleton joints, de�ned as key poses, where the skeleton pose has

zero kinetic energy [20] (i.e. at a given frame, each joint has zero kinetic energy; therefore

the body has no movement). On the other hand, dynamic features are intended to give

information about the skeleton's motion, from each joint's movement.

Following this criteria, the considered static features are as follows:

1. Projected distances between two joints (a and b) as

δtab =

√∑

d′

(ptad′ − ptbd′)2, (3.7)

where d′ belongs to one of the following sets, for each projection considered: {x, y},
{y, z}, {z, x};

2. Projected angles based on three joints as

θtidp = arccos

(
(δtab)

2 + (δtbc)
2 − (δtac)

2

2 · δtab · δtbc

)
, (3.8)

where δ is the distance between two joints, given by (3.7) and dp ∈ {xy, yz, zx}, for
each projection considered;

3. Normal vector to triangles formed by three joints as

∆t
k =

(P t
a − P t

b )× (P t
a − P t

c )

‖(P t
a − P t

b )× (P t
a − P t

c )‖
; (3.9)

4. Sum of log-cov energy entropy based on the global skeleton joints position as

(lcovp)
a =

∑

i

Ui

{
log
(
covAa

p

)}2
(3.10)

and based on the considered angles as

(lcovθ)
a =

∑

i

Ui {log (covAa
θ)}2 , (3.11)

where Aa
p and A

a
θ are matrices containing the values of skeleton joints coordinates and

angles, respectively, associated to activity a; cov represents the covariance matrix; log

is the matrix logarithm and U(·) returns elements of the upper triangular matrix. The

idea of using the log-covariance is based on the work of Guo [38] and on its application

to human activity recognition, similarly to the approach followed by Faria et al. [21].
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The considered dynamic features are as follows:

1. Velocities of joints coordinates as

vtjd =
(
ptjd − pt−1

jd

)
· fr, (3.12)

where fr is the frame rate;

2. Projected angular velocities as

ωtidp =
(
θtidp − θt−1

idp

)
· fr. (3.13)

These features are combined along time to form a set of features in a matrix form F′,

where each row contains the computed features at a given frame and each column corresponds

to the variation of each feature along time. Particularly, depending on the situation, a set

of training and testing features matrices (F′tr and F
′
te, respectively) can be formed.

3.3 Features Normalization

In the scope of this work, features normalization are an optionally step, accordingly to

the experimental results, computational time and overall increase in algorithmic complexity.

Although it is always a good practice, Random Forest (RF) do not require its training/testing

data to be normalized. The data normalization is done accordingly to:

fij =
f ′ij −min(F′tr·j)

max(F′tr·j)−min(F′tr·j)
, (3.14)

where f ′ij is the current value being normalized, fij is its respective value normalized and

F′tr·j refers to the column j of the matrix F′tr. This process is done for both training and

testing sets, resulting in Ftr and Fte matrices, respectively. From this point on, these sets are

generically referred as F, since in both subsequently approaches, no distinction between them

is necessary to be made. F is a matrix containing all examples of all performed activities of

the form:

F =
[
F1 F2 . . . Fa . . .

]T
, (3.15)

where Fa is a sub-matrix describing activity a.

3.4 Selection Approach I - Max-Min Skeleton-based Fea-

tures with Fixed-Size Window

Many activities consist of repetitive action sequences. In this sense, it is possible to assume

that each action may be discriminated just by considering extreme movements (given by
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dynamic features) and extreme poses (given by static features). In other words, given a

�xed-size window used to observe a certain repetitive action of an activity, the main idea

of this approach is to extract maximum and minimum local values of considered features.

This method has low computational cost and is relatively fast to compute, since just maxi-

mum/minimum local values are needed to be computed.

Each sub-matrix Fa describing an activity a is divided into �xed-size sample windows of

size nfr number of frames as

Fa =
[
Fa1 Fa2 . . . Faw . . .

]T
(3.16)

Based on a set of preliminary experiments, a subset of all available features was considered

in this approach. They are:

Faw =
[
vtjd θtidp δtab

]T
, (3.17)

plus the log-cov energies associated with the respective activities instances, which helped

to increase the overall performance of the approach. The size of each sub-matrix is nfr ×
3 ((m−mextd) + nθ + nδ), where mextd is the number of joints not considered for velocities

computation (e.g. torso) and nθ and nδ are the number of considered projected angles and

distances between joints, respectively.

From each activity example sub-matrix Faw, a feature vector is constructed, by computing

the nmax maximum and nmin minimum values for each considered feature as

faw =
[
fmax
w fmin

w (lcovp)
a
w (lcovθ)

a
w

]
, (3.18)

where fmax
w =

[
(vmax
jd )w (θmax

idp
)w (δmax

ab )w

]
and fmin

w =
[
(vmin
jd )w (θmin

idp
)w (δmin

ab )w

]
corre-

spond to vectors with the nmax maximum and nmin minimum values of each considered

feature. The length of each vector is [(nmax + nmin) · (3((m−mextd) + nθ + nδ)) + 2].

This is a very naive and limiting approach, but it is a �rst step to a more general and

robust one, as it will be seen. An optimal �xed-size window may vary depending on the

activity, which means each activity may have an individual optimal one. This may be very

di�cult to tune in real-time applications. Additionally, a certain activity may take di�erent

times to be executed (e.g. a person may wave at di�erent rates), which means a �xed-size

window may not be possible to tune. The following approach aims to solve these issues,

considering variable-size windows.
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KEY POSES

3.5 Selection Approach II - Max-Min Skeleton-based Fea-

tures and Key Poses

In this approach, for each activity, variable-size windows are extracted. These windows are

delimited by frames where the skeleton has zero kinetic energy. These poses are de�ned to be

key poses [20]. Key poses represent extreme points in the motion path of each joint, where

most of the discriminative properties of each action are encoded. In this sense, an activity

may be represented by a sequence of distinct body actions, and key poses may be used to

determine/delimit their respective window size. In other words, each action is determined

by considering two consecutive key poses, which delimit a variable-size window.

From [20], a key poses is de�ned to be a skeleton pose with zero kinetic energy:

Et =
1

2

m∑

j=1

∑

d

(
vtjd
)2
, (3.19)

where Et is the skeleton kinetic energy and must satisfy

Et < Emin, (3.20)

where Emin is a con�gurable threshold, closer to zero to accommodate noise in the feature

space, for which key poses are considered.

Although this methodology is su�cient from the conceptually perspective, an upper

bound Eu is necessary to exist, so that only one key pose is identify in a neighborhood. This

fact is due to possible noisy input data, even though it was preprocessed. The behavior of

the e�ect of considering this upper bound is intended to be similar to what happens in the

hysteresis loop. Therefore, a new key pose is only determined if the skeleton kinetic energy,

at a given frame, is higher than the upper bound. This also guarantees that there is, at least,

one frame between two identi�ed key poses, which is fundamental to the correct behavior of

this approach.

Once more, based on experimental tests, the following features are considered in this

approach:

Faw =
[
vtjd ωtidp θtidp ∆t

k

]
, (3.21)

with size of na×[3 ((m−mextd) + nθ + n∆) + nω], where na is the size of the activity example

window, n∆ is the considered number of normals to triangles formed by three joints and nω

is the considered number of projected angular velocities.
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CHAPTER 3. FEATURES EXTRACTION

The notion of static and dynamic features is crucial from this point on to motivate this

feature selection approach. Key poses are determined by frames where the skeleton joints

have zero movement or, in other words, zero velocity. In this sense, for these poses it makes

little sense to consider dynamic features (e.g. joint velocities), since they are zero (or close to

zero). However, static features are very discriminative in these poses and must be considered

as such. On the other hand, dynamic features are very important in between key poses, since

the body's motion occurs in such frames, whereas information provided by static features

loses signi�cance.

In the latter case, max-min dynamic features (i.e. v and ω) are selected, as explained

in the previous section, where the window size is determined by two consecutive key poses.

From the identi�ed key poses (i.e. the �rst wif and the last wil), the considered static features

(i.e. θ and ∆) are extracted. This means, not only a set of interpretable features may be

extracted, but also the set itself has its own meaning and intuition appealing, in the context

of discriminating an activity action. Therefore, the main contribution of this approach

is not centered in the selected features themselves, but in the way they are combined and

used to discriminate each activity. It may be used with other (possibly more discriminative)

features, with the only requirement of them following the static/dynamic de�nition and

organization.

In the present work, the following example vector is constructed:

fawi
=
[
f staticwif

fdynamic
wi

f staticwil

]
, (3.22)

where f staticwif
and f staticwil

represent the selected static features of the �rst and last key poses

identi�ed of the window, given generically by

f statict =
[
θtidp ∆t

k

]
, (3.23)

and fdynamic
wi

represents the selected max-min dynamic features as

fdynamic
wi

=
[
(vmax
jd )wi

(ωmax
idp

)wi
(vmin
jd )wi

(ωmin
idp

)wi

]
. (3.24)

The length of each vector is [2 · 3(nθ + n∆) + (nmax + nmin) · (3(m−mextd) + nω)]. In Fig.

3.3, an example of a sequence of skeleton poses of a human waving with an arm is illustrated,

as well as the plot of their respective kinetic energies.
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KEY POSES

Figure 3.3: Example of a sequence of human poses and the plot of their respective kinetic

energies. In this example, based on the marked thresholds, pose 3 and 8 are considered key

poses. These are the extreme poses that will delimit a variable-size window (in this case,

the size of the window is 6 frames), from which considered static features are selected. From

pose 4 to 7, max-min dynamic features are selected. Note that, after pose 3 being classi�ed

as key pose, only from pose 5 a new key pose may be identi�ed, since the kinetic energy of

this pose is higher than the upper threshold (i.e. pose 4 can not be identi�ed as key pose,

even though its kinetic energy is lower that Emin).
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4 Implemented Classi�er - Random Forests

This chapter aims to describe the developed activity recognition classi�er, as well as to justify

all the assumptions and implementations decisions considered, with the global objective to

design a very fast algorithm, requiring few training examples, with relevant overall results.

4.1 Decision Trees

In Sect. 2.2.1, the generic Classi�cation and Regression Trees (CART) algorithm was intro-

duced, as well as some background material supporting it. The answers to the six raised

questions are fundamental to a good and successful CART implementation and are the basis

for the developed algorithm. In this sense, the questions are hereby answered:

1. There will be two outcomes at a node (i.e. binary split); this means a node is di-

vided into two branches (i.e. branching factor of 2), which are going to be commonly

designated by left and right branches;

2. The tested property at a node will be based on the Entropy impurity, as stated in Eq.

(2.1);

3. A node is considered a leaf, based on a con�dence level of 90%, following the chi-squared

statistics, as expressed in Eq. (2.6);

4. The tree is grown to the largest extent possible, without pruning;

5. Each leaf will contain all the label fractions reaching it;

6. Not considered.

The implemented CART algorithm was always viewed as the solid basis of a higher

classi�er (Random Forest (RF)): from the beginning of designing the architecture of the

classi�er, until the raw code implementation for its real-time application. Therefore, all

these considerations are based on the assumption that they will be advantageous in the

context of implementing a RF.
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4.1. DECISION TREES

In Decision Trees (DT) projects, the more compact and lesser nodes and leaves necessary

to describe a certain model, the better, since this means that, with less memory to store

the model and consequently less iterations to reach a certain leaf, guarantying that it is still

possible to predict the output with the same overall results. However, this property may be

achieved, for example, by pruning the tree, which may increase the overall complexity of the

training algorithm, having as a consequence an increase in the time needed for building the

model. Essentially, it is a compromise between a simpler DT model and a simpler training

algorithm.

In the context of the project of a RF, since it may be viewed as an ensemble of DT [25],

a simpler training algorithm is preferable to a simpler model 1, since each tree is just trained

with a smaller subset of variables (comparing to the original input). Another reason is that

DT have relatively low bias if grown su�ciently deep, and since they are noisy, averaging

them may bene�t the overall result [6].

Therefore, the number of node's outcome is two, since it would require a signi�cantly

increase of complexity in the training stage to considered higher branching factors.

The test property on each node is based on the Entropy impurity function (Eq. 2.1),

because of its computational simplicity, as well as its basis in information theory [35], which

is useful in interpreting its outputs. In order to �nd the best split at a node, a Di�erential

Evolution (DE) algorithm is used, where the objective function is the symmetrical of the

drop in impurity given by (Eq. 2.4).

There are several methods for �nding the best split, depending on if the test property for

splitting a node is based on a single variable (i.e. univariate trees) or based on a function (e.g.

linear combination, AND-OR propositions, etc) of all (or a subset of) the input variables

(i.e. multivariate trees). Recall from Sect. 2.2.1, that DT allows its input variables to be

numeric and/or non-numeric. In other words, its input may consist of continuous (e.g. real

numbers) and/or discrete (e.g. integers, names, countries, etc) variables. It is assumed that

each variable has its own known domain: for continuous ones it may be an interval between

numbers; for discrete ones it may be a set of possible values. Considering �rst the discrete

variables case, one possible method to split a node is to test, for each possible value in its

domain, the corresponding instance and check for what branch it falls (i.e. if the variable

of the instance is equal to the testing value, then the instance falls to the right branch;

1This sentence means that the time needed for training each DT is considered the most important

attribute. Due to the characteristics of the RF, this is a valid assumption. Nevertheless, a simpler model is

always preferable, whenever possible.
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CHAPTER 4. IMPLEMENTED CLASSIFIER - RANDOM FORESTS

otherwise, it falls to the left branch). Then, using Eq. (2.4), �nd which discrete value

maximizes the drop in impurity. A similar approach may be used for continuous variables,

considering that its domain may be discretized. These two methods belong to the univariate

trees category. For discrete values, this approach is very useful, clear and simple, providing

the best splitting solution at a node.

However, the same does not apply for continuous variables, since their domain is dis-

cretized, giving origin to a compromise between splitting accuracy and time consumed in

the search, which may be di�cult to tune and may depend on the properties of the problem.

Even so, assuming this compromise is optimized, this method does not guarantee the optimal

splitting solution. This is not a problem by itself, since, as mentioned in Sect. 2.2.1, even

the optimal splitting solution at each node does not guarantee the global optimal solution

of the DT model. Nevertheless, a not desired characteristic is that it may produce more

complex DT models, as shown in Fig. 4.1, if the training data does not match the splitting

test condition.

In this case, for the same training input, a multivariate approach is preferable, since the

data is better split by boundaries along the speci�ed direction. This approach may be even

seen as a generalization of the univariate one, due to the fact that it allows the division of

the input space along the same directions (i.e. parallel directions along the axis). Therefore,

this approach is preferable. However, its implementation may be more complicated, with

greater computational costs if the methodology followed is similar to the one mentioned.

In this sense, the DE algorithm was chosen, in order to �nd the best splitting condition

at each node. As discussed in Sect. 2.2.3, it does not guarantee the optimal solution to

the problem, which is not an issue, as explained previously (see Sect. 2.2.1). It gives a

sub-optimal solution in a desired amount of time, which is a very important property, since

computational time is a crucial feature in the scope of this work. DE is used to �nd the best

linear coe�cients aj (j = {1, . . . , n}) of a splitting condition of the form

a1x1 + a2x2 + · · ·+ anxn < a0, (4.1)

where xj are the continuous training input variables, such that, at each node, the drop in

impurity, given by Eq. (2.4), is maximized (or its symmetrical is minimized). In particular,

a0 is considered to be the constant value 1 and the population consists of Npop individuals:

at,i =
(
at,i,1 at,i,2 . . . at,i,n

)
. (4.2)

at,i,j corresponds to the linear coe�cient j, of the individual i at the iteration t. F = 0.8

and c = 0.6 values were chosen. DE was implemented based on the following pseudo-code:
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(a) Space division by a univariate DT. (b) Univariate DT model.

(c) Space division by a multivariate DT. (d) Multivariate DT model.

Figure 4.1: Univariate and Multivariate DT models and each in�uence on the division of the

variables space. If the splitting test condition does not match the form of the input data, a

more complicated tree model may result.

Algorithm 4 Implemented Di�erential Evolution Algorithm
generate initial population randomly;

for t = 0 to Niter do

mutate each individual, accordingly to Eq. (2.10), with F = 0.8;

recombine each individual, accordingly to Eq. (2.11), with c = 0.6;

select best individuals, accordingly to Eq. (2.12), where f(·) is the symmetrical of the

drop in impurity, given by Eq. (2.4);

end for

return best linear coe�cients a∗j , j = {1, . . . , n};
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The considered stopping condition for establishing a leaf is a very interesting approach,

because there is no need for tunning thresholds or some other constants, which in practice

may be very di�cult and may depend on the training input and/or splitting conditions, for

example. With this approach, the only requirement is to de�ne the con�dence level, look up

the corresponding value in a chi-squared statistics table (e.g. for a con�dence level of 90%,

it corresponds a value of 2.71) and compare it with the computed value from Eq. 2.6. Also,

there is an appealing statistical interpretation, which is explained in Sect. 2.2.1.

In each leaf, the fractions of all classes that reach them are stored. This compromise allows

some averaging variants, in RF, which aim for better overall results: instead of considering

that each DT has only one labeling vote, it may be considered that this one vote is divided

into the equivalent fractions of labels, reaching the corresponding leaf of the tree; the fractions

of all the trees are summed and the most voted label is returned. The rationale behind this

approach is explained, considering the following example. Suppose the classi�er consists of

a RF with three DT and, for a given input, the resulting output is as follows:

C1 C2 C3

DT1 0.33 0.33 0.34

DT2 0.33 0.33 0.34

DT3 0.8 0.1 0.1

Majority vote 1 0 2

Summing vote 1.46 0.76 0.78

. (4.3)

DT1 and DT2 clearly vote equally for all three classes, which is the same as saying there

is no class with an obvious majority. However, in the case of majority vote, they would

vote in class C3, which would be the most voted. On the other hand, DT3 has a clear class

choice, which, in the mentioned case, would make no di�erence. In the summing approach,

all the uncertainty associated with the fractions of classes reaching a node would make no

di�erence, since the most voted class in this case would be C1, which is the clear choice of

DT3. This approach favors DT which have little or no uncertainty about its decision.

Another possible approach, which was thought but not implemented (see Sect. 6), was

to have specialized DT within the set of DT of a RF classi�er. This could lead to attribute

weights to each DT voting, favoring the votes of specialized DT (e.g. multiplying its votes by

a positive constant higher than one). The rationale of this approach was that specialized DT

would not have much uncertainty in its voting results, allowing more accurate results. The

CART algorithm was implemented in C++, based on the previous properties considerations,

resulting in the following pseudo-code algorithm:
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Algorithm 5 Implemented CART Algorithm
�nd best split rule, accordingly to DE algorithm 4;

if split is advantageous, accordingly to Eq. 2.6 then

for branches: left and right do

�nd instances falling in branch;

generate tree using CART algorithm 5;

end for

else

create leaf, with reaching labels;

return ;

end if

return tree model T ;

4.2 Random Forests

The implemented CART algorithm for building DT is the backbone of the developed training

algorithm. All of its characteristics are intended to provide the best possible features to the

RF implementation, as well as to future considered RF implementations. Therefore, there

are only two parameters to design: the number of DT and the number of picked variables

at random for each node splitting in each DT, based on the training input dataset. As

mentioned in Sect. 2.2.2, RF do not over�t and the number of trees considered is Ntree = 100,

because preliminary experimental results showed that for a greater number of trees the overall

results did not improve signi�cantly. The number of variables was chosen to be the integer

of log2(ninput) + 1, where ninput is the number of input variables in the training set. Based

on the mentioned considerations, the following RF algorithm was implemented:

Algorithm 6 Generic Random Forests Algorithm
for i = 1 to Ntree do

draw a bootstrap sample F ∗i , from the training input;

grow a tree Ti recursively, using CART algorithm 5 and selecting int(log2(ninput) + 1)

variables at random to split each node, from F ∗i ;

end for

return set of trees {Ti}Ntree

1 ;
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5 Experimental Results

To evaluate the proposed framework, a set of experiments were performed. Two distinct

datasets were used: CAD-60 [39] and a custom dataset obtained in our lab. The imple-

mentation of the proposed approaches was done in Matlab, for validation purposes using

the Random Forest (RF) training algorithm provided by Weka Version 3-6-13 software [7].

Then, in ROS environment (C++ language), both features selection approach II and RF

classi�er described in Chap. 4 were implemented. The experiments were performed in a 2.60

GHz Intel Core i5 CPU machine. In Fig. 3.2a, the base human skeleton is illustrated for

both considered datasets, as well as the corresponding joint's indexes.

Table 5.1: Considered Angles

Angle Joints Triplet Angle Joints Triplet Angle Joints Triplet

i (a, b, c) i (a, b, c) i (a, b, c)

1 (6,7,13) 2 (4,5,12) 3 (6,10,11)

4 (4,8,9) 5 (10,11,15) 6 (8,9,14)

7 (6,10,13) 8 (4,8,12) 9 (1,7,13)

10 (1,5,12) 11 (3,12,13) 12 (3,14,15)

Table 5.2: Considered Normal to Triangles Formed by Three Joints

Normal Joints Triplet Normal Joints Triplet

k (a, b, c) k (a, b, c)

1 (4,5,12) 2 (6,7,13)

3 (8,9,14) 4 (10,11,15)

5 (1,12,13) 6 (3,12,13)

7 (5,8,12) 8 (7,10,13)

In the subsequent sections, the considered joint angles, normals to triangles formed by

triplets of joints and distances between joints are the ones presented in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and

5.3, respectively. This was the set of features that provided better overall results in some

preliminary experiments. Di�erent combination of features were evaluated, but due to space

limitations they are not presented here. In the particular case of the considered angles,
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Table 5.3: Considered Distances Between Joints

Joints Joints Joints Joints Joints Joints Joints

(a, b) (a, b) (a, b) (a, b) (a, b) (a, b) (a, b)

(1,4) (1,5) (1,6) (1,7) (1,8) (1,9) (1,10)

(1,11) (1,12) (1,13) (1,14) (1,15) (2,5) (2,7)

(2,8) (2,9) (2,10) (2,11) (2,12) (2,13) (2,14)

(2,15) (3,5) (3,7) (3,9) (3,11) (3,12) (3,13)

(3,14) (3,15) (4,7) (4,9) (4,11) (4,12) (4,13)

(4,14) (4,15) (5,6) (5,8) (5,9) (5,10) (5,11)

(5,13) (5,14) (5,15) (6,9) (6,11) (6,12) (6,13)

(6,14) (6,15) (7,8) (7,9) (7,10) (7,11) (7,12)

(7,14) (7,15) (8,12) (8,13) (9,12) (9,13) (10,12)

(10,13) (11,12) (11,13) (12,14) (12,15) (13,14) (13,15)

the work of Faria et al. [21] was very in�uential, due to the supporting rationale and the

obtained results. In the case of the considered distances, those between adjacent joints are

not considered, since they are the same for every activity (i.e. not discriminative features).

The performance indicators in terms of precision (Prec) and recall (Rec) are presented

for each scenario, adopting the same strategy described in [19]. A leave-one-out cross vali-

dation procedure was employed (e.g. the classi�er is trained by all the subjects, except one,

and tested using the remaining one). This procedure is important to check the classi�er's

generalization capability.

5.1 Cornell Activity Dataset

The CAD-60 consists of 3D skeleton's coordinates joints, which were acquired by a RGB-D

sensor, at a frame rate of 30 Hz. The dataset contains 12 distinct human activities: talking

on phone, writing on board, drinking water, rinsing mouth with water, brushing teeth, wearing

lens, talking on couch, relaxing on couch, chopping, stirring, opening container and working

on computer. In order to simulate real situations, a random action and a still posture

were also added. These activities are categorized accordingly to 5 environments (bathroom,

bedroom, kitchen, living room and o�ce), depending on their corresponding context, and are

performed by 4 di�erent subjects.
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Table 5.4: Performance of the Approach I on the CAD-60

Location Activity
Weka's RF

Prec (%) Rec (%)

Bathroom

random+still 86.55 92.12

rinsing water 91.67 80.05

brushing teeth 98.92 95.25

wearing lens 93.75 83.02

average 92.72 87.61

Bedroom

random+still 93.20 99.00

talking on phone 88.00 77.12

drinking water 77.50 84.47

opening container 71.67 60.95

average 82.59 80.38

Kitchen

random+still 91.47 96.75

drinking water 99.07 100

chopping 91.97 96.65

stirring 99.07 92.22

opening container 72.05 65.65

average 90.73 90.25

Living room

random+still 95.75 98.87

talking on phone 73.40 55.75

drinking water 75.80 75.65

talking on couch 89.00 94.22

relaxing on couch 70.00 71.87

average 80.79 79.27

O�ce

random+still 93.25 97.75

talking on phone 79.40 66.95

writing on board 96.50 94.90

drinking water 87.27 73.40

working on computer 100 100

average 91.28 86.6

Overall Average 87.62 84.82

5.1.1 Results and Analysis - Selection Approach I

The experimental results obtained for approach I are presented in Table 5.4. The overall

average for precision was 87.62% and for recall was 84.82%, using the following parameters:

� nfr = 120; each activity is roughly divided into examples of size nff frames;

� mextd = 3; the corresponding velocities of head, neck and torso are not considered,

since, after all the preprocessing steps, they are not signi�cantly discriminative (i.e.

their values is approximately zero);

� nθ = 12; the considered angles are presented in Table 5.1;
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� nδ = 70; the considered distances between joints are the ones shown in Table 5.3;

� nmax = nmin = 1; only the most extreme values for each feature on the respective

analysis window are considered.

Based on these parameters, the classi�er was trained with an average number of 386.7

examples, each one with 566 features, requiring an average training time of 611 ms. This

approach is not feasible for real-time applications (as explained in Sect. 3.4) and therefore

only Weka's RF classi�er was used. These results show that with few training examples and

with only max-min skeleton-based features, it is possible to obtain relevant discrimination

between distinct activities with very short training times. Therefore, the proposed approach

of segmenting each activity into a set of actions is valid.

5.1.2 Results and Analysis - Selection Approach II

Based on the previous results for selection approach I, a more robust method was imple-

mented (i.e. selection approach II, as described in Sect. 3.5). The experimental results

obtained using this selection approach are presented in Table 5.5. Both Weka's RF classi�er,

with overall average for precision and recall of 81.73% and 79.01%, respectively, and the

developed one (DRF), with overall average for precision and recall of 82.58% and 80.79%,

respectively, were used. The following features extraction parameters were implemented for

both tests:

� mextd = 3; the corresponding velocities of head, neck and torso are again not considered;

� nθ = 12; the considered angles are presented in Table 5.1;

� nω = 12; the considered angular velocities are obtained based on their respective angles;

� n∆ = 8; the considered normals to triangles formed by triplets of joints are shown in

Table 5.2;

� nmax = nmin = 1; only the most extreme values for each feature on the respective

analysis window are considered;

� Emin = 0.0028; this value was tuned empirically, based on experimental tests on the

training data;

� Ea
u = 2×mean(Ea); mean(·) is the mean function andEa = {(E1)a, (E2)a, . . . , (Et)a, . . . }

is the set of kinetic energy values of the activity a, for all its corresponding frames; this

value was also tuned empirically, based on experimental tests on the training data.

For the DRF implementation, the following parameters were used:
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Table 5.5: Performance of the Approach II on the CAD-60

Location Activity
Weka's RF Developed Random Forest (DRF)

Prec (%) Rec (%) Prec (%) Rec (%)

Bathroom

random+still 95.87 96.60 96.85 100

rinsing water 81.57 68.32 100 65.47

brushing teeth 96.05 92.97 93.47 99.25

wearing lens 84.05 85.35 97.72 83.35

average 89.38 85.81 97.01 87.02

Bedroom

random+still 97.87 99.62 99.20 100

talking on phone 56.05 66.50 82.27 82.50

drinking water 57.15 36.85 0 0

opening container 100 94.35 100 91.27

average 77.77 74.33 70.37 68.44

Kitchen

random+still 93.00 98.47 99.27 100

drinking water 99.00 95.82 75.00 75.00

chopping 83.77 92.50 100 100

stirring 73.07 64.80 100 100

opening container 100 86.32 100 96.67

average 89.77 87.58 94.85 94.33

Living room

random+still 96.70 99.62 100 100

talking on phone 59.82 75.07 82.60 78.02

drinking water 58.15 33.42 38.10 52.95

talking on couch 81.25 85.72 78.30 95.82

relaxing on couch 75.00 62.50 91.67 76.42

average 74.18 71.27 78.13 80.64

O�ce

random+still 94.60 96.90 98.55 99.70

talking on phone 49.72 71.02 75.37 91.67

writing on board 92.17 90.87 88.90 76.20

drinking water 51.32 21.55 0 0

working on computer 100 100 100 100

average 77.56 76.07 72.56 73.51

Overall Average 81.73 79.01 82.58 80.79

� multivariate trees; each node is split accordingly to Eq. 4.1, based on Di�erential

Evolution (DE), where Npop = 12 and Niter = 6;

� a node is stopped splitting using Eq. 2.6, with a con�dence level of 90% (which

corresponds a value of 2.71);

� an activity is only classi�ed with at least 45% of the total votes (e.g. with 100 Decision

Trees (DT), there must be at least 45 votes in the same activity, so that its classi�cation

can be considered); otherwise, it is considered to be an unknown activity; this value

may be interpreted as the con�dence in the classi�cation and is based on experimental

tests.
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Based on these parameters, the classi�ers were trained with an average number of 630.30

examples, each one with 264 features, requiring an average training time of 920 ms, for the

Weka's algorithm, and 2.36 s, for the developed one. Comparing both implementations,

there is a slightly increase of overall performance, using the DRF, at the cost of an increase

on the required training time. Nevertheless, a required 2.36 s of training time is assumed

to be also suitable for real-time applications, since the training will only occur when a new

action, not included in the known actions, is detected and added to the system.

However, comparing these results with the ones obtained with method I, they are inferior.

There are several possible explanations for this fact, which open some lines of future research.

Although these explanations are discussed in more detail in a subsequent section, next two

of the most important ones are highlighted:

� the global skeleton's kinetic energy is calculated, based on the velocities of all joints;

this means that for a key pose to occur, all joints must have zero velocity; however, not

all joints are used when a human performs an activity (e.g. the main focus on drinking

water is centered in the upper joints; nonetheless, the velocities of the lower joints are

considered equally important when computing the skeleton's kinetic energy); this could

lead to the interference of secondary motions in the computation of the actual body's

key poses (e.g. noisy data; non-important joints movements; etc); therefore, important

key poses that could discriminate an activity may not be correctly identi�ed;

� Emin and Eu values should not be �xed thresholds, since each activity has its own

motion pattern; this means that more instances can be obtained for less dynamic

activities (e.g. working on computer), compared to more dynamic ones (e.g. opening

container).

Nevertheless, this approach has shown relevant overall results, capable of making distinc-

tions between almost considered activities. However, in this particular dataset, this approach

can not distinguish between two similar1 activities: drinking water and talking on phone.

This fact is illustrated in Fig. 5.1, where two confusion matrices are presented for the o�ce

environment activities, for both considered classi�ers.

1In this context, two activities are similar if the corresponding skeleton's joints movements do not di�er

signi�cantly, from the extracted features perspective (e.g. similar max-min joints velocities, similar distances

between joints in key poses, etc). In this sense, for example, the drinking water activity is similar to the

talking on phone activity, since an arm is raised near the head in both of them, even though di�erent objects

are used in their execution (see Sect. 6 for a more detailed discussion about this issue).
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(a) Confusion matrix obtained with Weka's RF. (b) Confusion matrix obtained with DRF.

Figure 5.1: Confusion matrices obtained for o�ce environment activities (1-random+still ; 2-

talking on phone; 3-writing on board ; 4-drinking water ; 5-working on computer). As shown,

drinking water and talking on phone activities are not very well discriminated between

themselves: using both classi�ers, the drinking water activity is mainly classi�ed as talking

on phone. The remaining activities are considered to be relatively well classi�ed.

In Table 5.6, a comparison of the overall results of the proposed selection approach II,

in relation to other state-of-the-art methods, is presented. The comparison that was made

is only based on precision and recall indicators, since no performance indicators such as

training examples, features or training time are provided by the other considered methods.

In this sense, the proposed approach shows relevant overall performance, comparing to other

state-of-the-art methods, particularly considering that the number of training examples and

required training time are very small.

From this point on, all the results are obtained using the selection approach II, since it

was speci�cally developed for real-time applications. All the implemented parameters are as

mentioned previously, with the exception of some referred ones, that occasionally needed to

be tuned.
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Table 5.6: Comparison of the Approach II with Other State-of-the-art Methods

Method Prec (%) Rec (%)

Faria et al. [21] 94.8 94.7

Shan and Akella [20] 93.8 94.5

Zhu, Chen and Guo [40] 93.2 84.6

Zhang and Tian [41] 86.0 84.0

Selection II - DRF 82.6 80.8

Koppula, Gupta and Saxena [23] 80.8 71.4

Gupta, Chia and Rajan [16] 78.1 75.4

Ni et al. [42] 75.9 69.5

Yang and Tian [18] 71.9 66.6

Piyathilaka and Kodagoda [43] 70.0 78.0

Sung et al. [39] 67.9 55.5

5.2 Developed Dataset

The Developed Dataset (DD) consists of 3D skeleton's coordinates joints, containing the

performance of 8 distinct human activities: falling, waving with arm, follow me, walking,

jumping, standing up, sitting down and still. These were performed by 7 di�erent subjects

in the same environment. The 3D joint coordinates were acquired by a RGB-D sensor

(Microsoft Kinect), at a frame rate of 30 Hz, using the OpenNi Tracker algorithm. Figure

5.2 illustrates an overview of the implemented structure in ROS environment, which was

developed to acquire real-time 3D skeleton data, in order to train and validate the proposed

framework.

These activities are distinctive between themselves (with the possible exception between

waving with arm and follow me activities), with the objective of considering real-time sit-

uations, for which there is the need of fast activity classi�cation and consequent decision

making. The focus of the work is related to the fastest and more accurate classi�cation

possible, as the following results corroborate.

5.2.1 Results and Analysis

The experimental results obtained for the DD are presented in Table 5.7, where an overall

average for precision of 85.71% and 89.01% and for recall of 83.28% and 79.01%, were

obtained, using Weka's RF and DRF, respectively. The following parameters were altered:

� Emin is determined based on an averaging of the previous skeleton kinetic energies,

instead of a prede�ned �xed threshold;
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Figure 5.2: Overview of ROS implementation. RGB-D raw data is acquired by Microsoft

Kinect camera [11]. The openni_launch node is used to convert the acquired raw data

to depth images and point clouds, which are used by openni_tracker node to detect and

track human skeletons. From the 3D skeleton raw data, the extract_features node computes

and selects all considered features (see Sect. 3). Then, a RF algorithm classi�es the set of

extracted features, based on a trained model (random_forest_cn node).

Table 5.7: Performance of the Approach II on the DD

Activity
Weka's RF DRF

Prec (%) Rec (%) Prec (%) Rec (%)

falling 88.37 91.16 100 65.65

waving with arm 75.74 79.29 78.61 67.91

follow me 77.56 79.83 87.13 75.97

walking 84.34 95.49 87.34 95.41

jumping 100 70.66 100 68.27

standing up 74.60 89.51 83.64 98.11

sitting down 93.83 72.73 95.24 63.57

still 91.21 87.60 80.10 97.20

Overall Average 85.71 83.28 89.01 79.01

� each activity is classi�ed with at least 25% of the total votes (since there are more

activities to classify at the same time).

The classi�ers were trained with an average number of 1272 examples, each one with 264

features, requiring an average training time of 2 s, for the Weka's algorithm, and 4.5 s, for the

developed one. Weka's RF registered a higher recall rate, whereas DRF registered a higher

precision rate. This is a very interesting observation and may be mainly explained due to the

fact that DRF only classi�es a certain activity if it has 25% of the total votes. This means,

DRF possibly trades exactness for completeness, in the sense that it has more certainty, when

classifying. Although not enough tests were done to corroborate this observation, there may

be some applications, where it is better to not classify, when the classi�cation certainty is
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lesser than a desired con�dence level, rather to classify wrongly.

Although the activities of the DD are almost all distinctive between themselves, which

could lead to an increase of the overall performance, there are more activities to classify

and to be considered. Therefore, there is an increase of possible misclassi�cation (i.e. the

random correct classi�cation decreases), just based on probabilistic terms.

Table 5.8: Performance of the Approach II on the DD Without Normalization

Activity
Weka's RF DRF

Prec (%) Rec (%) Prec (%) Rec (%)

falling 86.13 87.59 97.14 71.60

waving with arm 73.19 78.51 100 79.31

follow me 74.33 79.36 84.29 69.81

walking 82.80 93.96 87.03 96.01

jumping 85.71 67.97 100 85.24

standing up 89.87 88.76 84.57 95.54

sitting down 91.73 78.11 97.14 71.24

still 91.44 87.33 87.37 91.54

Overall Average 84.42 82.34 87.61 80.83

In Table 5.8, the experimental results for the exact same conditions as mentioned previ-

ously are shown, with the exception that the extracted features were not normalized accord-

ingly to Eq. (3.14). An overall average for precision of 84.42% and 87.61% and for recall of

82.34% and 80.83%, using Weka's RF and DRF, respectively, were obtained. These results

show that the normalization stage is optional, when using the RF classi�er, even though it

is a good practice. This means, saving program memory is possible, since, in this case, the

maximum and minimum values of the training set for each feature do not need to be stored.

Also, the normalization stage ceases to exist, cutting computational time. Depending on the

concrete application and its requirements, this is a possibility.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

The presented work may be separated into two core components: the proposed skeleton-

based features extraction approach and the Developed Random Forest (DRF) al-

gorithm classi�er, built and implemented from scratch. The main objective of this work

was to develop a very fast training framework, requiring few training examples, with rele-

vant performance, comparing to other state-of-the-art methods. The development of the two

mentioned components allowed a full control of their behavior, maximizing their cooperation

and engagement, in order to reach the main assumed goal.

The proposed features extraction approach has some contributions. First, a preprocessing

stage is employed, where the raw joints coordinates of a human skeleton are converted into

an invariable-oriented, normalized skeleton, as well as on its corresponding symmetrical.

This stage aims to attenuate the natural variability introduced by morphological di�erences

between di�erent users, by forming a single universal 3D skeleton, where only the execution

of an activity causes signi�cantly variability in the skeleton joints position, which is the

starting point to begin human activity recognition. Second, a set of skeleton-based features

is proposed, such as joints velocities, projected angles and normal to planes formed by

three joints. These features, although simple and low-level, evidence good discriminative

properties. Third, two features selection approaches are proposed, with the same basic idea:

fragmenting each activity into a sequence of windows, which can be used to classify the

related activity. The selection approach II divides each activity into variable-size window

actions, where their delimiters are frames where the skeleton has zero kinetic energy. These

frames correspond to extreme joints position in the motion path and may be used to identify

transitions.

Moreover, the developed classi�er has some interesting properties. First, there are no

thresholds to tune. The only de�nable parameters are: the con�dence level that deter-

mines each node to be split, which has an appealing statistical interpretation; the number of

individuals of the Di�erential Evolution (DE) population and the respective number of com-
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putational iterations (there must be a compromise between computational time and the best

solution found); the minimum certainty from which an activity is classi�ed. In this context,

certainty is based on how many Decision Trees (DT) vote for the same activity, from the

set that comprises the Random Forest (RF). Second, each node splitting condition is based

on the set of input variables of each DT, without a signi�cantly increase in computational

algorithmic complexity or time. This means that the splitting condition may separate the

input data in any direction, allowing a simpler and more compact DT grow.

These methodologies were implemented using Matlab, Weka Sofware and C++ ROS en-

vironment, obtaining relevant overall results, in terms of precision and recall, comparing to

other state-of-art methods. Considering also the number of required training examples and

training time, the proposed approach showed good indicators. Additionally, the work devel-

oped opened several new research directions, aiming to bridge its drawbacks and improve its

characteristics. A summary of the main contributions is highlighted:

� no frame-by-frame training/classi�cation: activity segmentation based on key poses

detection;

� extraction of just extremal skeleton information, based on max-min features;

� development of a RF classi�er in C++, with all the discussed properties.

The main issue with the proposed features selection method, highlighted by the attained

results, is the fact that it does not provide su�cient information to discriminate between sim-

ilar activities (as seen in Sect. 5.1.2). Particularly in CAD-60, the activities drinking water

and talking on phone were misclassi�ed between themselves. From the human perspective,

these are very discriminative activities; why does the method confuse them?

Recall that only skeleton-based information is acquired. In this sense, there are no context

information regarding the activity execution: a glass of water is needed to perform the

drinking water activity; a phone is needed to perform the talking on phone activity. Figure

6.1 shows a comparison between the mentioned activities of the provided input skeleton data,

from the camera's perspective view (i.e. raw 3D skeleton's joints coordinates). As illustrated,

without context, both activities are very similar, since both are executed with an arm raised

near the head. Therefore, for example, a parallel object classi�er system would improve

considerably the performance of the human activity recognition framework. Once an object

is identi�ed, it can be provided as one additional input feature, which, in the considered

case, would clearly disambiguate between the two activities. Nevertheless, based on this

example, a general context perception system would prove its usefulness, since the majority
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Figure 6.1: Drinking water and talking on phone activities comparison. Each illustrated

human skeleton corresponds to a single acquired frame. The sequence of frames, from left

to right, corresponds to the acquired data that represents the correspondent activity.

of activities are performed within a certain context, with a meaningful purpose/objective

(e.g. drinking water quenches thirst, whereas talking on phone establishes a communication

channel between two or more subjects; not the other way around). Therefore, context must

represent a crucial part when recognizing human activities.

Another problem with the method consists on the two thresholds needed to identify a key

pose: Emin and Eu. First, Eu was used to solve a problem, that appeared in some activities,

consisting in the identi�cation of many consecutive (or close) key poses, introducing some

hysteresis behavior. However, another problem arise: what value should it be? �xed or

variable? Also, in the experimental tests, the optimal value would change, depending on the

activity (this is the reason why it was chosen Ea
u = 2×mean(Ea)). Although this practical

approach solved the problem, �nding the parameter value became a tedious process and it

does not guarantee optimality. The same argument is valid for Emin, which was also a tuned

value. Second, since the camera's sensor is not perfect (i.e. the 3D data acquired is noisy),

in certain activities, there were secondary movements, which do not contribute with relevant

information for their recognition (e.g. leg movements performing brushing teeth activity).

Therefore, since the skeleton's kinetic energy is calculated based on all the joints, there could

be misidenti�ed key poses (or not identi�ed at all).

One possible research direction is to consider the division of the human skeleton into
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several parts (e.g. arms, legs, upper body, lower body, etc). This idea allows some simpli�-

cations of the proposed approach, since the tuning of the Emin value would be just applicable

for parts of the skeleton. Consequently, the Eu threshold might not be necessary, and only

the tunning of one would be required. Also, not all joints contribute with the same relevant

information: it may depend on the performed activity. With the skeleton division, each part

could contribute with weighted information, depending on their level of relevant contribution

to discriminate between activities. Therefore, specialized classi�ers could be trained based

on each part, having a higher-level classi�er combining all these informations, in order to

improve the method's performance.

Concluding this work, a summary of some opened new research directions is highlighted:

� incorporate a parallel context perception system;

� divide the human skeleton into several parts, di�erentiating parts with more/less rel-

evant information;

� train specialized classi�ers (e.g. RF) for each considered part, having a higher-level

classi�er discriminating between activities;

� consider activities transitions as key poses.
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Human Activity Recognition using
Max-Min Skeleton-based Features and Key Poses

Urbano Miguel Nunes, Diego R. Faria, and Paulo Peixoto

Abstract—Human activity recognition is still a very challenging
research area, due to the inherently complex temporal and
spatial patterns that characterize most human activities. This
paper proposes a human activity recognition framework based
on random forests, where each activity is classified requiring few
training examples (i.e. no frame-by-frame activity classification).
In a first approach, a simple mechanism that divides each action
sequence into a fixed-size window is employed, where max-min
skeleton-based features are extracted. In the second approach,
each window is delimited by a pair of automatically detected key
poses, where static and max-min dynamic features are extracted,
based on the determined activity example. Both approaches are
evaluated using the Cornell Activity Dataset [1], obtaining rel-
evant overall average results, considering that these approaches
are fast to train and require just a few training examples.
These characteristics suggest that the proposed framework can be
useful for real-time applications, where the activities are typically
well distinctive and little training time is required, or to be
integrated in larger and sophisticated systems, for a first quick
impression/learning of certain activities.

Index Terms—Human Daily Activity Recognition, Random
Forest, Max-Min Skeleton-based Features, Key Poses, Static and
Dynamic Features

I. INTRODUCTION

ROBOT perception is still an open area of research mainly
due to the complexity that characterize the dynamic

environment that surrounds the robot on real-world application
scenarios. This is particularly true when the robot needs to
interact with humans, like in the case of assistive robots,
which should be able to quickly assess and react to potential
critical situations. So, human activity recognition should play
an important role on any autonomous robot perception module.
In this context, this paper contributes with the proposal of
two approaches for human activity recognition, both thought
for real-time application scenarios, where characteristics like
the number of training samples and the time needed for
training play an important role. Simple max-min features
are extracted, within a defined activity window, to train a
random forest classifier. Few training examples are used to
train this classifier. The main contributions of this work are
the following:

• Two simple and effective approaches to extract extremal
skeleton information, based on max-min features;
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• Very fast training, requiring few training examples, prop-
erties that are real-time oriented.

These contributions, as well as the relevant performance
obtained, when evaluated using state of the art dataset, may
serve as a solid human activity recognition framework for real-
time applications. The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows: section II briefly describes the relevant related work,
highlighting the contributions that the proposed approaches
provide; section III explains both developed approaches for
features extraction; section IV presents the results of the ex-
perimental procedures used to evaluate the proposed methods;
section V summarizes the key ideas proposed, as well as to
ongoing work, introducing some new lines of research for the
near future.

II. RELATED WORK

Human activity recognition has been a very active topic
of research. Typically, recent approaches for human activity
recognition rely on two sensing modalities: depth data and 3D
joints position data. In [2], a method based on depth images
and temporal ordering of unique poses is presented. In [3], a
method to predict in real-time 3D body joints position from
a single depth image from a RGB-D sensor was proposed.
The most representative works based on 3D skeleton joints
position data are the following: interaction of a subset of
human joints [4]; eigenjoints descriptor, which incorporates
static postures, motion and overall dynamics [5]; temporal key
poses, based on the skeleton kinetic energy [6]; a dynamic
Bayesian mixture model for classification [7]; spatio-temporal
evolution of 3D postures [8]; self-organizing growing when
required networks to learn spatio-temporal dependencies [9];
key poses association, using clustering algorithms without the
need of a learning algorithm [10]; multi-layer codebooks of
key poses and atomic motions, representing patterns of a
certain human activity [11]. Random forests have also been
used to classify human activities [12], as well as human
gestures [13].

The two approaches presented in this paper, extract a set
of features from 3D skeleton joints position data and use a
random forest algorithm for classification. The first approach
uses a fixed-size window to extract a set of features that
describe each human activity, while the second one uses a
variable size window, delimited by a pair of automatically
detected key poses. The rationale for using the key poses is
that they depict extreme points in the motion path of each joint,
where most of the discriminative properties of each action are
encoded. An overview of the proposed approach is shown in
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed approach. First, a human activity scene is observed and 3D skeleton data is collected. Then, the considered features are
extracted (e.g. velocities, distances between joints). The ”Feature Selection” block is generic for both developed approaches, where max-min features and
static and max-min dynamic features (approach I and II, respectively) are obtained. In the training stage, a classifier model is built using a random forest
as the classification algorithm, where each decision tree is constructed with the CART algorithm. The obtained classification model is then used during the
testing stage.

Fig. 1. Both approaches aim to be fast to train, requiring few
training examples and low computational cost, with relevant
accuracy and precision, compared to other state of the art
methods.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

Let ptjd be the value of the coordinate d ∈ {x, y, z} of
the joint j ∈ {1, ...,m} (m is the number of skeleton joints),
at frame t. Therefore, P tj =

(
ptjx, p

t
jy, p

t
jz

)
is the 3D vector

that contains the information about the position of the joint
j at frame t. The coordinates system (x, y, z) is defined as
follows, relatively to the camera (see Fig. 2): x corresponds
to the width; y corresponds to the height; z corresponds to the
depth.

A. Preprocessing of 3D Skeleton Data

Before the process of feature extraction is performed, a pre-
processing step is applied to the raw 3D skeleton data in order,
not only to attenuate noise introduced by the sensor, but also to
normalize the data to accommodate for different user’s height,
limb length, orientation and position. This preprocessing stage
consists on the following steps:

1) Translation, to define the same origin of coordinates
system for all frames; the selected one corresponds to
the torso of the human skeleton;

2) Normalization, to reduce the influence of different
user’s height and limb length; first, the height of the
subject is calculated; then all skeleton 3D coordinates
are normalized according to the calculated value;

3) Rotation, to guarantee that the activity is always ob-
served from the same point of view, independently of
the initial pose of the subject with regard to the sensor;
the rotation of the skeleton is performed in the y axis,
considering the plane formed by the torso, right and left
hip in relation to a fronto-parallel plane to the sensor;

4) Symmetrization, to disambiguate between right and
left-handed people; since the skeleton is already in the

same fronto-parallel pose in relation to the camera, it
is just necessary to consider a new sample based on a
mirrored version of the original 3D skeleton data.

B. Spatio-Temporal Features

The considered features may be divided into two categories:
static (e.g. geometrical) and dynamic (e.g. temporal) features.
The static features are intended to give information about
key poses, which are obtained in frames where the pose has
a kinetic energy equal to zero [6]. These poses represent
extremal positions of a skeleton, which may be used to
segment and recognize activities. This information is explored
in subsequent sections. Additionally, dynamic features are
intended to describe skeleton movements between key poses.

1) Static Features:
• Projected distances between two joints

δtab =

√∑

d

(ptad − ptbd)
2
, (1)

where d belongs to one of the following sets {x, y},
{y, z} and {z, x} for each projection considered;

• Projected angles based on three joints

θtidp = arccos

(
(δtab)

2 + (δtbc)
2 − (δtac)

2

2 · δtab · δtbc

)
, (2)

where δ corresponds to the Euclidean distance between
two joints, given by (1), where dp ∈ {xy, yz, zx} for
each projection considered;

• Normal vector to triangles formed by three joints

∆t
k =

(P ta − P tb )× (P ta − P tc )

||(P ta − P tb )× (P ta − P tc )|| ; (3)

• Sum of log-cov energy entropy based on the global
skeleton joints positions

(lcovp)
a =

∑

i

Ui
{

log
(
covAap

)}2
(4)
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and based on the considered angles

(lcovθ)
a =

∑

i

Ui {log (covAaθ)}2 , (5)

where Aap and Aaθ are matrices containing the values of
skeleton joints positions and angles, respectively, associ-
ated to an activity a; cov represents the covariance matrix;
log is the matrix logarithm and U(·) returns the upper
triangular matrix elements. The idea of using the log-
covariance is based on the work of Guo [14] and on
its application to human activity recognition, in a way
similar to the approach followed by Faria et al. [7].

2) Dynamic Features:
• Velocities of joints coordinates

vtjd =
(
ptjd − pt−1

jd

)
· fr, (6)

where fr is the frame rate;
• Projected angular velocities

ωtidp =
(
θtidp − θt−1

idp

)
· fr. (7)

C. Feature Normalization

The features described above are combined along time to
form the set of features matrix F ′, where each row corresponds
to a feature vector and each column represents the variation of
each feature along time. Next, the set of training and testing
features matrices (F ′tr and F ′te, respectively) are normalized
accordingly to:

fij =
f ′ij −min(F ′tr·j)

max(F ′tr·j)−min(F ′tr·j)
, (8)

where f ′ij is the current value being normalized, fij is its
respective value normalized and F ′tr·j refers to the column j
of the matrix F ′tr. Two sets of normalized features are obtained:
Ftr and Fte (training and testing sets, respectively). From this
point on, these sets are generically referred as F .

D. Approach I - Max-Min Skeleton-based Features with Fixed-
Size Window

Given a fixed-size window, used to observe a certain activ-
ity, the objective of this approach is to extract the maximum
and minimum local values of considered features. The main
reasons behind this approach are its low computational cost,
since just maximum and minimum local values are needed to
be computed, as well as the assumption that an activity can
be discriminated just by considering the extreme movements
(given by dynamic features) or poses (given by static features),
since many activities are composed by repetitive sequences.
The loss of temporal information is assumed as a possible
limitation of this method.

Assuming that the examples contained in matrix F corre-
spond to several activities, this matrix can be rewritten as:

F =
[
F 1 F 2 . . . F a . . .

]T
, (9)

where F a is a sub-matrix that describes each activity a.
Each of these sub-matrices are then sub-sampled into activity

examples of nfr fixed-size number of frames (i.e. the window
size)

F a =
[
F a1 F a2 . . . F an

]T
. (10)

In this first approach, only the following features are consid-
ered, based on experimental tests:

F an =
[
vtjd θtidp δtab

]
. (11)

The size of each activity example matrix is nfr × 3((m −
mextd) + nθ + nδ), where mextd is the number of joints not
considered on the feature vector (e.g. torso) and nθ and nδ
are the number of considered angles and distances between
joints, respectively. From each activity example matrix F an , a
feature vector is constructed by computing the nmax maximum
and nmin minimum values for each considered feature:

fan =
[
fmax
n fmin

n (lcovp)
a
n (lcovθ)

a
n

]
, (12)

where fmax
n =

[
vmax
jd θmax

idp
δmax
ab

]
and fmin

n =[
vmin
jd θmin

idp
δmin
ab

]
. The length of this vector, with the

additional features lcovp and lcovθ associated to the ex-
ample activity, which improved the overall results, is
[(nmax + nmin) · (3((m−mextd) + nθ + nδ)) + 2].

E. Approach II - Max-Min Skeleton-based Features and Key
Poses

The first approach may be limited by the fact that the
possible optimal fixed-size window may vary, depending on
the activity. On the other hand, a certain activity may take
different times to be executed in real-time. Therefore, it may
not be possible to fix a window size to implement the first
approach. The second approach aims to solve this issue,
considering variable-size windows. The concept of key poses,
based on the pose kinetic energy, was introduced in [6]. The
key poses represent extreme points in the motion path of
each joint, where most of the discriminative properties of
each action are encoded, so they can be used to determine
the size of the analysis window. In other words, instead of a
fixed-size window, a window is determined by considering two
consecutive key poses. A key pose is characterized by having a
kinetic energy equal to zero. From [6], the pose kinetic energy
is defined as

Et =
1

2

m∑

j=1

∑

d

(
vtjd
)2
, (13)

where d ∈ {x, y, z} and the key poses must satisfy

Et < Emin, (14)

where Emin is a tuned threshold. Although the noise of the
skeleton data was attenuated in the preprocessing stage, it
is important to set an upper threshold Eu (i.e. hysteresis
behavior) after a key pose is identified, so that another key
pose may be determined, disregarding the possible noisy
kinetic energy values in the neighborhood of the first. This
guarantee that only a key pose is identified in a neighborhood,
depending on the fact of the mentioned threshold is passed. As
in the previous approach, based on experimental tests, matrices
F an describing activity examples are obtained, but this time

F an =
[
vtjd ωtidp θtidp ∆t

k

]
, (15)
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with size of na × [3((m−mextd) + nθ + n∆) + nω], where
na is the size of the respective window, n∆ is the considered
number of normals to triangles formed by three joints and nω
is the considered number of projected angular velocities.

At this point, it is important to notice the distinction made
previously about the calculated features: static and dynamic.
Since key poses are determined on frames where the velocities
of the corresponding joints are close to zero, it does not make
sense to consider dynamic features there. Therefore, for the
key poses only static features are extracted (i.e. θ and ∆).
The max-min dynamic features (i.e. v and ω) are extracted, in
the same way as explained in the first approach, but this time
in the dynamic window defined by the key poses. In other
words, from a given activity, information about static postures
and dynamic movements is extracted, in between key poses,
which delimit a variable sized window of an activity. Thus, an
example vector of the form

fan =
[
f1

static fdynamic fna

static

]
(16)

is obtained, where f tstatic =
[
θtidp ∆t

k

]
and fdynamic =[

vmax
jd ωmax

idp
vmin
jd ωmin

idp

]
. The length of this vector is

[2 · 3(nθ + n∆) + (nmax + nmin) · (3(m−mextd) + nω)].

F. Training Model - Random Forest

Breiman [15] first introduced the random decision forest
(RF), which may be viewed as an ensemble of decision-tree
classifiers. It consists of two phases, where each tree is grown
to the largest extent possible, without pruning, or until some
defined maximum depth is reached:

1) Bootstrap Phase: randomly select a subset of features,
from the training set, which will be used for growing a
tree; the remaining features form the out-of-bag (OOB)
set, which is used to estimate the OOB-error of the
training set;

2) Growing Phase: using classification and regression tree
(CART) [16], for each node to be divided, select one
feature, from the randomly selected subset; the parame-
ters of each node of every tree are optimized.

This process is done until a defined number of maximum
trees. In the experimental results, a maximum of 100 trees
was used. The number of selected features used to form the
random subset is given by int (log2(nfeatures) + 1).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to assess the proposed method, the Cornell Activity
Dataset (CAD-60) [1] was used. The implementation of both
developed approaches was done in Matlab and the Weka Ver-
sion 3-6-13 software [17] provided the RF training algorithm,
in a 2.60 GHz Intel Core i5 CPU machine.

A. Cornell Activity Dataset

The CAD-60 consists of 3D skeleton’s coordinates joints,
acquired by a RGB-D sensor at a frame rate of 30 Hz.
Figure 2 exemplifies the skeleton’s data provided, as well
as the assumed coordinates system. Table I shows the index
considered for each joint. The dataset contains 12 human

Fig. 2. Provided dataset: 3D skeleton data and respective coordinates system
(after OpenNi [18]).

TABLE I
CAD-60 DATASET JOINTS

j Joint j Joint j Joint
1 Head 2 Neck 3 Torso
4 L. Shoulder 5 L. Elbow 6 R. Shoulder
7 R. Elbow 8 L. Hip 9 L. Knee

10 R. Hip 11 R. Knee 12 L. Hand
13 R. Hand 14 L. Foot 15 R. Foot

TABLE II
CONSIDERED ANGLES

Angle Joints Triplet Angle Joints Triplet
i (a, b, c) i (a, b, c)

1 (6,7,13) 2 (4,5,12)
3 (6,10,11) 4 (4,8,9)
5 (10,11,15) 6 (8,9,14)
7 (6,10,13) 8 (4,8,12)
9 (1,7,13) 10 (1,5,12)

11 (3,12,13) 12 (3,14,15)

TABLE III
CONSIDERED NORMAL TO TRIANGLES FORMED BY THREE JOINTS

Normal Joints Triplet Normal Joints Triplet
k (a, b, c) k (a, b, c)

1 (4,5,12) 2 (6,7,13)
3 (8,9,14) 4 (10,11,15)
5 (1,12,13) 6 (3,12,13)
7 (5,8,12) 8 (7,10,13)

distinct activities plus 1 random action and 1 still posture,
categorized into 5 environments (bathroom, bedroom, kitchen,
living room and office), performed by 4 different subjects.
The considered joint angles are defined in Table II and the
normal to the triangles formed by groups of three joints
are described in Table III. The considered distances between
joints are presented in table IV. These considered features aim
to provide a good discrimination between activities. In this
sense, for example, distances between adjacent joints are not
considered (e.g. δ12), since they are the same, independently
of the activity.

The performance indicators in terms of Precision (Prec) and
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TABLE IV
CONSIDERED DISTANCES BETWEEN JOINTS

Joints Joints Joints Joints Joints
(a, b) (a, b) (a, b) (a, b) (a, b)

(1,4) (1,5) (1,6) (1,7) (1,8)
(1,9) (1,10) (1,11) (1,12) (1,13)

(1,14) (1,15) (2,5) (2,7) (2,8)
(2,9) (2,10) (2,11) (2,12) (2,13)

(2,14) (2,15) (3,5) (3,7) (3,9)
(3,11) (3,12) (3,13) (3,14) (3,15)
(4,7) (4,9) (4,11) (4,12) (4,13)

(4,14) (4,15) (5,6) (5,8) (5,9)
(5,10) (5,11) (5,13) (5,14) (5,15)
(6,9) (6,11) (6,12) (6,13) (6,14)

(6,15) (7,8) (7,9) (7,10) (7,11)
(7,12) (7,14) (7,15) (8,12) (8,13)
(9,12) (9,13) (10,12) (10,13) (11,12)
(11,13) (12,14) (12,15) (13,14) (13,15)

Recall (Rec) are presented, for each scenario [19]. A leave-
one-out cross validation procedure is employed: the model
is trained by three of the four subjects and tested using the
remaining one. This strategy enables the conclusion about the
generalization capability of the classifier using the proposed
set of features.

B. Results and Analysis - Approach I

The results obtained for the first approach are presented in
Table V. The overall average for precision was 87.62% and
for recall was 84.82%. The following parameters were used:
• nfr = 120; this means that, if an activity has more

frames, it is divided roughly into examples of size nfr ;
• mextd = 3; the velocities of the head, neck and torso

were not used;
• nθ = 12; the considered angles are shown in Table II;
• nδ = 70; the considered distances between joints are

presented in Table IV;
• nmax = nmin = 1; only the most extreme values for

each feature on the analysis window per activity were
considered.

These results show that with few examples to train the
classifier (the average number of examples to train the RF
classifier is 386,7), allied to just max-min skeleton-based
features (each example has 566 features), it is possible to
discriminate between distinct human activities, with a good
confidence and very fast training (the average training time
was 611 ms). Based on these characteristics, this approach
could be suitable for real-time applications.

C. Results and Analysis - Approach II

The results obtained for the second approach are presented
in Table VI. The overall average for precision was 81.73% and
for recall was 79.01%. The following parameters were used:
• mextd = 3; the velocities of the head, neck and torso

were not used;
• nθ = 12; the considered angles are summarized in table

II;
• nω = 12; the considered angular velocities are obtained

based on their respective angles;

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE OF THE APPROACH I ON THE CAD-60

Location Activity Prec (%) Rec (%)

Bathroom

random+still 86.55 92.12
rinsing water 91.67 80.05
brushing teeth 98.92 95.25
wearing lens 93.75 83.02

average 92.72 87.61

Bedroom

random+still 93.20 99.00
talking on phone 88.00 77.12
drinking water 77.50 84.47

opening container 71.67 60.95
average 82.59 80.38

Kitchen

random+still 91.47 96.75
drinking water 99.07 100

chopping 91.97 96.65
stirring 99.07 92.22

opening container 72.05 65.65
average 90.73 90.25

Living room

random+still 95.75 98.87
talking on phone 73.40 55.75
drinking water 75.80 75.65

talking on couch 89.00 94.22
relaxing on couch 70.00 71.87

average 80.79 79.27

Office

random+still 93.25 97.75
talking on phone 79.40 66.95
writing on board 96.50 94.90
drinking water 87.27 73.40

working on computer 100 100
average 91.28 86.6

Overall Average 87.62 84.82

• n∆ = 8; the considered normal to triangles formed by
three joints are presented in table III;

• nmax = nmin = 1; only the most extreme values for
each feature on the dynamic window per activity were
considered;

• Emin = 0.0028; this value was tuned empirically, based
on experimental tests on the training data;

• Eau = 2×mean (Ea), where mean(·) is the mean function
and Ea = {

(
E1
)a
,
(
E2
)a
, ..., (Et)

a
, ...} is the set of

kinetic energy values of the activity a; this value was
also tuned empirically, based on experimental tests on
the training data.

It is important to notice some practical constrains, which
may contribute to reduce the overall performance of the
approach:

• It calculates the global skeleton’s kinetic energy, based
on the velocities of all joints; this means that for a key
pose to occur, every joints must have zero velocity; lets
consider the drinking water activity (which revealed the
worsts results): only the upper joints are of interest in
this activity; however secondary motions can interfere in
the computation of the actual key poses (e.g. noisy data;
leg movements);

• The Emin value, which was obtained based on tests for all
activities, should not be a fixed threshold, since there are
activities with different motion patterns; this means that
more examples were obtained for less dynamic activities
(e.g. relaxing on couch), compared to more dynamic ones
(e.g. brushing teeth).
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TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OF THE APPROACH II ON THE CAD-60

Location Activity Prec (%) Rec (%)

Bathroom

random+still 95.87 96.60
rinsing water 81.57 68.32
brushing teeth 96.05 92.97
wearing lens 84.05 85.35

average 89.38 85.81

Bedroom

random+still 97.87 99.62
talking on phone 56.05 66.50
drinking water 57.15 36.85

opening container 100 94.35
average 77.77 74.33

Kitchen

random+still 93.00 98.47
drinking water 99.00 95.82

chopping 83.77 92.50
stirring 73.07 64.80

opening container 100 86.32
average 89.77 87.58

Living room

random+still 96.70 99.62
talking on phone 59.82 75.07
drinking water 58.15 33.42

talking on couch 81.25 85.72
relaxing on couch 75.00 62.50

average 74.18 71.27

Office

random+still 94.60 96.90
talking on phone 49.72 71.02
writing on board 92.17 90.87
drinking water 51.32 21.55

working on computer 100 100
average 77.56 76.07

Overall Average 81.73 79.01

Nevertheless, these problems inspire some new ideas for
future research, which are discussed in the next section. The
training of the classifier using this approach is also fast (the
average training time is 0.92 s), requiring an average of
630.30 training examples, each with 264 features. Given these
characteristics, this approach is also suitable for being used on
real-time applications.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed approaches are based in max-min skeleton-
based features. While in the first approach each example
consists of a fixed-size window, in the second one, the
considered window is delimited by key poses (no fixed-size
window), determined by frames where the skeleton has zero
kinetic energy. The second approach may suggest several new
research directions:
• Instead of considering the global skeleton’s kinetic en-

ergy, it may be possible to divide the human skeleton
into several parts, calculate the kinetic energy for each
part and then apply a similar method as approach II to
those parts; this could be useful to differentiate parts that
are more/less important to some activity;

• Train a specialized RF for each part, according to their
correspondent features, having a higher-level classifier to
discriminate between activities; it would also be interest-
ing to assign different weights to each part, which could
enable the detection of multiple activities at the same time
(i.e. activities being performed by different body parts);

• Distinguish transitions between different activities, con-
sidering the computed key poses;

• Develop a parallel system to perceive the context of the
activity (e.g. classification of used objects), allowing the
extraction of context features.

Another interesting characteristic of the proposed method is
its fast training, requiring few training examples. This could
lead to a line of research, where the training algorithm could
learn and incorporate new activities in real-time, conciliating
all the previously mentioned directions of research.
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